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Thank you for purchasing the NiMH battery,
HT6F1800B.
In order to get high performance from the product
and use it safely, please read this instruction
manual thoroughly before use.

The battery gets hot after using the equipment for many hours. To prevent burns, do not touch
the battery immediately after use.
Do not store the battery in places where it may be exposed to moisture, excessive dust or high
temperatures.
Do not place the battery on an unstable surface such as a tilted or unsteady table. If the battery
falls off, it may be damaged or cause injury.
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࣭Copying a part or all of the contents of this manual without
priorpermission is prohibited.
࣭The contents of this manual are subject to change without
prior notice.
࣭The contents of this manual should be complete. However,
if youfind any errors or omissions, please contact us.
࣭Futaba is not responsible for the results from the use of this
product by the customer.

㸺Applicable Equipment and Battery Charger㸼
The NiMH battery, HT6F1800B, is designed only for use with Futaba transmitters that
require this battery. Don’t use it with any other equipment. When you charge, please be
sure to connect HT6F1800B to Futaba's transmitter, and to use the exclusive AC charger
(an attachment for Futaba transmitters) developed specifically for Futaba equipment.

ڦSafety Precautions (Please observe safety precautions fully.)
This instruction manual uses a variety of common symbols and icons to explain the
product's proper handling and use, and how to avoid potential hazards to yourself, the
people around you, and your property. The meanings of these symbols and their
significance are described below. Please understand them clearly before going on to
main items.

Meaning of Markings

For safety, please pay special attention to the items indicated by the following marks.
Procedures which may have a high risk of death/serious injury to the
user if not carried out properly.
Procedures which may lead to dangerous conditions or cause death or
serious injury to the user if not carried out properly, or procedures in
which the probability of superficial injury or physical damage is high.
Procedures in which the possibility of serious injury to the user is small,
but there is a danger of injury, or physical damage, if not carried out
properly.
: Prohibited

The NiMH battery, HT6F1800B, is designed only for use with Futaba transmitters that require this
battery. Do not use it with any other equipment.

: Mandatory

If you ignore the following safety precautions,it may cause a fire, ignition,
overheating, explosion,the leakage of electrolyte fluid or getting an electric shock.
Be sure to connect with Futaba's transmitter and to charge with an exclusive AC charger.
Do not short-circuit the battery terminals with a metallic object.
Never expose the battery to water or moisture. Do not charge or use a wet battery.
Never throw the battery into a fire or place it near a fire.
Do not use, charge or store the battery in places where it may be exposed to high temperatures.
For example, do not leave it on the dashboard of a car under direct sunlight, and do not place it
near heating equipment.
Never solder the battery or attempt to repair, deform, modify or disassemble it.
Keep the battery out of reach of children.
If the electrolyte fluid gets into your eyes, blindness may result from it. Rinse your eyes with clean
water without rubbing them, and see a doctor immediately.
Do not load the battery into the battery charger with +/- terminals upside down. If the battery
does not fit properly into the battery charger, do not force fit into the charger.

To avoid a fire, overheating, explosion or the leakage of electrolyte fluid, do not give the battery
excessive shock, throw it, or damage it.
If you notice any abnormalities such as the leakage of electrolyte fluid, discoloration,
deformation, overheating, or giving out a bad odor, remove the battery from the equipment or
the battery charger immediately and stop using it. Continuing to use the battery under these
conditions could result in a fire, overheating or explosion.
Never put the battery in a microwave oven or high-pressure container. This could cause a fire, the
leakage of electrolyte fluid, overheating or explosion.
If the battery leaks or gives out a bad odor, keep it away from heat sources. Leaked electrolyte
fluid may catch fire, causing the battery to smoke, burn or explode.
If the fluid leaked from the battery sticks to your skin or clothes, wash it off immediately with
clean water, and see a doctor. That may cause skin problems.
If charging does not complete in 3 hours, stop the charging to prevent fire, overheating or
explosion(The standard charging time is 2 hours and 30 minutes).
When you recycle or dispose the battery, use the plastic tape to insulate its terminals. If the
battery is short-circuited, it may cause a fire, overheating or explosion. If you want to recycle the
battery, please take it to a shop that handles recycled products. If you dispose the battery, please
comply with the regulations your city government has set.

Do not charge the battery in an environment that is extremely cold or hot. If you use the battery
in such an environment, its performance would decrease. Charging the battery in temperatures
between 10Υ and 30Υ DQGGHJUHVV) is recommended.

ڦPrecautions for use
ەThe battery at the time of purchase:
The battery discharges by itself even if it is not used. When you purchase the battery,
please charge it to full capacity before use. Also, whenever the battery has not been used
for a long period of time, recharge it before use.
Regarding how to charge it, please refer to the instruction manual of your Futaba
transmitter.
ەWhen you connect the battery:
When you connect the battery to your Futaba transmitter, pay attention to the polarity of
the connector. Do not pull wiring when you remove a connector.
ەHow to care for the battery:
Remove stains from the battery by wiping it with a dry and soft cloth. Do not use a wet
cloth, alcohol, thinner, benzene or detergent.
ەOperating temperatures:
The further the temperature goes down, the more the operating time shortens. When you
use the battery at low temperature, it is recommended to have another super-charged
battery as a backup.
ەCarry and storage:
Do not leave the battery in the battery charger or the equipment when stored. Even when
the power switch is off, a small amount of electricity continues to leak out of the battery
and may lead to a decrease in battery performance. If you do not use the battery, store it
in a cool and dry place with a temperature between 15°C and 25°C (59 and 77 F).
When you carry or store the battery, take steps to avoid short-circuiting of the +/terminals. Do not put any metallic objects including personal ornaments in a bag or
drawer with the battery. This could cause a fire, overheating, explosion or the leakage of
electrolyte fluid.
ەService life:
Battery performance degrades gradually after repeated charging and discharging. If the
operating time of the battery decreases significantly, it may be time to replace it with a
new one. Battery capacity usually decreases by half after about 300 charge/discharge
cycles, depending on the operating conditions.
ەRecycling of unneeded batteries:
The RBRC. SEAL on the nickel battery contained in Futaba products
indicates that Futaba Corporation of America is voluntarily
participating in an industry-wide program to collect and recycle these
batteries at the end of their useful lives, when taken out of service
within the United States. The RBRC. program provides a convenient
alternative to placing used nickel batteries into the trash or municipal
waste system, which is illegal in some areas.
(for USA)
You may contact your local recycling center for information on
where to return the spent battery. Please call 1-800-8BATTERY for
information on NiMH battery recycling in your area. Futaba
Corporation of America's involvement in this program is part of its
commitment to protecting our environment and conserving natural
resources.
*RBRC is a trademark of the Rechargeable Battery Recycling Corporation.

The specifications are subject to change without
࠙Specifications of HT6F1800Bࠚ
prior notice due to the technical development.
Type: Rechargeable NiMH battery
Nominal output voltage: DC 7.4V
Nominal capacity: 1800mAh
Charging/discharging count: Approximately 300 cycles,
ࠉdepending on the operating conditions.
Ambient temperatures:
ࠉ0Υ ~ 45Υ 32F~ 113F) for recharging,
ࠉ-20Υ ~ 60Υ -4F~ 140F) for operation,
ࠉ 0Υ ~ 25Υ 32F~ 77F) for storage (3 months or more.)
Dimensions: Approximately 34.5mm (W) x 131.5mm (L) x 17.5mm (H)
Weight: Approximately 171g (6.03oz)

ەThis product cannot be repaired because it is designed not to be disassembled for ࠉ
ࠉsafety reasons.
ەIf you have questions about this product, please contact our radio control service center.
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